Introduction
============

The prostate is a reproductive gland in men with a small walnut-like size, however, it becomes very important throughout a men's life as prostate cancer (PCa) was the second most common newly diagnosed type of cancer worldwide in 2012 ([@r1]). In the last decade, there has been growing interest in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the prostate as new imaging techniques like diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI) and dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) imaging emerged which are now combined with conventional T1- and T2-weighted (T1w and T2w) imaging to multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) protocols of the prostate ([@r2],[@r3]). DWI has currently gained the most attention as it allows an accurate localization of malignant foci in the prostate and has a potential role in assessing tumor aggressiveness noninvasively ([@r4]-[@r6]). This review gives an overview on recent applications of DWI in imaging the prostate and will discuss advances in DW imaging techniques.

Principles of DW-MRI with regard to the prostate
================================================

MRI is based on the signal from hydrogen (^1^H). In DW-MRI the spontaneous mobility of water molecules is measured on a microscopic scale. This mobility is termed Brownian motion and highly relies on the cellular environment of water. DW-MRI therefore reflects abnormalities in different biologic tissues. The degree of motion of water molecules is termed diffusion. As diffusion is mostly restricted by cell membranes, the extent of restriction of free motion is proportionate to the cellular density of a tissue.

DW-MRI most commonly relies on single-shot echo-planar-imaging spin-echo sequences with an application of two rectangular gradient pulses of an equal strength that are applied before and after an 180° refocusing pulse ([@r7],[@r8]). In substances with free moving of water molecules, the random movement and displacement between the two pulses will lead to an uncomplete rephrasing by the second pulse and thus leads to a signal loss in DWI that correlates with the degree of water mobility. Water molecules that do not move undergo a dephasing by the first pulse and are completely rephrased by the second pulse resulting in a high signal ([@r9]). The strength of the gradient pulses is expressed by the *b*-value of the DWI sequence. Although an acquisition of at least two *b*-values allows the calculation of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps, usually three *b*-values are obtained in clinical practice, one low (e.g., 50 s/mm^2^), one intermediate (e.g., 400 s/mm^2^) and one high value (e.g., 1,000 s/mm^2^). In areas with densely packed tumor cells, diffusion is impeded, appearing bright on DW-MRI and darker on the ADC map during visual qualitative assessment of the images ([@r10]). Besides a qualitative analysis also a quantitative assessment can be performed by drawing a region of interest (ROI) within a tissue area of interest and then using summary statistics like the mean value within the ROI.

Recent applications for DW imaging of the prostate
==================================================

The employment of DWI as a part of a mpMRI protocol has been studied extensively on different aspects of imaging PCa, thereof detection and localization of malignant prostate lesions, characterization and tumor grading, local tumor staging, active surveillance (AS) of already known tumors, and for the evaluation of a response under treatment.

Tumor detection
---------------

Initially, the mean ADC value was shown to be significantly lower in tumor tissue than in benign areas of the prostate ([@r11]), a finding that was later confirmed by multiple other studies ([@r12]-[@r16]). Various studies analyzed the additional value of DWI-MRI with conventional T2w imaging and found that both sensitivity (range, 71--89%) and specificity (range, 61--91%) increased significantly when DWI-MRI was combined with T2w imaging, compared with the sole use of T2w imaging (sensitivity, 49--88%; specificity, 57--84%) ([@r13],[@r17]-[@r19]). The result was confirmed in a recent meta-analysis including ten different studies comparing DW-MRI combined with T2w imaging and T2w imaging alone (sensitivity, 0.72 *vs.* 0.62; specificity 0.81 *vs.* 0.77) ([@r20]). Another meta-analysis evaluated the sole use of DW-MRI to detect PCa combining the results of 21 studies and found a high pooled specificity of 0.90 but a relatively low overall pooled sensitivity of only 0.62 ([@r21]). This relatively low sensitivity in tumor detection obviously was due to the fact that many studies did not differentiate between tumor detection in the peripheral zone (PZ) and the transition zone (TZ) of the prostate, though DW-MRI is much more sensitive in the PZ than in TZ, where differentiation between common benign hyperplastic nodules and malignant lesions is difficult ([@r22]).

With regard to the *b*-values that would provide the most sensitive tumor detection, Metens *et al.* detected the highest tumor visibility using b-values of 1,500 and 2,000 s/mm^2^ and the best contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for b=1,500 s/mm^2^ using 3 Tesla MRI ([@r23]). These results were confirmed by Katahira *et al.* ([@r24]) who found the highest specificity (73.2%), specificity (89.7%) and accuracy (84.2%) for PCa detection when using *b*-values of 2,000 s/mm^2^ in addition to T2w imaging. Similar results were found in a subsequent study by Rosenkrantz *et al.* ([@r25]). However, as *b*-values between 1,500 and 2,500 s/mm^2^ were revealed to be optimal for PCa detection, even higher *b*-values up to 5,000 s/mm^2^ were not useful and exhibited an overall lower performance in tumor detection ([@r26]).

Characterization and tumor grading
----------------------------------

Several studies analyzed the value of DW-MRI in addition to conventional T2w imaging with regard to the grading of tumors and their aggressiveness ([@r27],[@r28]). In 110 patients with a total of 197 tumors, Verma *et al.* found that the ADC value was negatively correlated with the Gleason score (r=−0.39 for cancers in the PZ). Also in the PZ, higher ADC values were associated with lower Gleason scores. Furthermore, there was no association between ADC value and cancer lesions in the TZ ([@r29]). Vargas *et al.* found in 51 patients that a lower mean ADC was significantly associated with a higher Gleason score as the mean ADCs of 1.21, 1.10, 0.87, and 0.69×10^−3^ mm^2^/sec were associated with a Gleason score of 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, and 8 or higher, respectively (P=0.017) ([@r30]). Analyzing a limited patient population of 22 patients with PCas with a median Gleason score of 7 (range, 6--9), Lebovici *et al.* evaluated an intra-patient-normalized ADC ratio between normal tissue and malignant lesions and revealed that these ratios presented significantly lower values in high-risk tumors compared with low-risk tumors both in the central zone (CZ) and the PZ (P\<0.001) and had a better diagnostic performance (CZ: AUC, 0.77; sensitivity, 82.2%; specificity, 66.7%; and PZ: AUC, 0.90; sensitivity, 93.7%; specificity, 80%) than stand-alone tumor ADCs (AUC, 0.75; sensitivity, 72.7%; specificity, 70.6%) to identify high-risk lesions ([@r31]).

Local tumor staging
-------------------

The local staging of PCa includes a statement on the existence of a capsule infiltration, a possible extracapsular extension (ECE), or infiltration in neighboring structures like the seminal vesicles, the neurovascular bundle or the rectum as well as an invasion of pelvic lymph nodes as all these characteristics are major prognostic factors ([@r32]) (see also example in [*Figure 1*](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Multiparametric MRI of the prostate of a 64-year-old patient with a suspicious finding in the right prostate lobe in the rectal digital examination and an elevated PSA level (12 ng/mL). In the midlevel in the right peripheral zone there is a circumscribed T2-weighted (T2w) hypointense lesion with a size of about 14 mm × 10 mm. At its posterior rim the contour of the capsule is discontinuous with infiltration of the adjacent neurovascular bundle with contrast enhancing small nodular tumor tissue (A and B, white arrow). The corresponding area shows a high signal in DW-MRI at a *b*-value of 2,000 s/mm^2^ (C, white arrow) and a significantly lower ADC value of 0.49×10^−3^ mm^2^/s compared with about 1.35×10^−3^ mm^2^/s in other parts of the peripheral zone (D, white arrow). DW-MRI, diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient.](tau-06-03-490-f1){#f1}

T2w imaging has a high spatial resolution and therefore usually allows a proper evaluation of an infiltration of the prostate capsule or an extracapsular tumor growth. In this context, in a group of 40 patients, thereof 23 had an ECE of PCa, it was shown that DWI and ADC mapping significantly improved the accuracy for preoperative detection of extracapsular growth when added to conventional T2w imaging (P\<0.05 for 2 readers) and furthermore increased the positive and negative predictive values for both readers ([@r33]). A recent study by Giganti *et al.* including 70 patients developed nomograms to predict ECE of tumors and found that ADC presents a potential biomarker to predict side-specific ECE ([@r34]). A study on 166 patients showed that DW-MRI in combination with T2w imaging compared with the sole use of T2w imaging was significantly improving both specificity (from 87% to 97%) and accuracy (from 87% to 96%) for the prediction of an invasion of the seminal vesicles ([@r35]). A further study on 283 patients of whom 39 had a tumorous seminal vesicle infiltration revealed that ADC values in seminal vesicles with tumor involvement were significantly lower than those of seminal vesicles that were free of tumor (AUC of T2w combined with DW-MRI, 0.897 versus AUC of T2w imaging alone, 0.779; P\<0.05) ([@r36]).

AS
--

Due to a wide-spread use of PSA testing to screen for PCa, there has been a dramatic increase in the incidence of low-risk cancers ([@r37],[@r38]). However, a majority of these patients will not die of PCa ([@r39]). As a large percentage of these men are treated with either radical prostatectomy (RP) or radiation therapy, there is a vast overtreatment caused by an over-diagnosis of low-risk PCa ([@r40]).

As a consequence, AS has emerged as a treatment option for patients with low-risk PCa including regular measurements of PSA levels, digital rectal examinations, and repeat biopsies ([@r41],[@r42]). The primary goal of the AS option is to minimize overtreatment while concurrently identifying patients initially diagnosed with low-risk cancer types that have a high-risk disease that was mistaken at the initial assessment or developed it over time after being included in an AS scheme. In this context, a major concern is a misplacement of patients in a low-risk group that actually have a high-grade lesion in the anterior stroma (AS) that was missed with TRUS biopsy ([@r43]).

However, regular follow-ups also including TRUS-guided biopsies are expensive. Although significant cost savings are possible over a time period of 10 years comparing AS programs with upfront interventions ([@r44]), there is also a relevant percentage of patients under AS that are reclassified over time and then undergo surgery of radiation therapy increasing the costs compared with an upfront intervention ([@r42],[@r45]). Furthermore, biopsies always underlie a risk of adverse events as up to 25% of patients have transient symptoms of the lower urinary tract after a biopsy and a not negligible percentage of men develop a febrile prostatitis ([@r46]-[@r48]). In contrast, AS based solely on PSA kinetics was shown to be insufficient ([@r49]).

In this context, mpMRI including DWI has gained attention as a possible tool to identify clinically significant cancer in the entire gland, and to perceive and monitor patients treated with AS ([@r50],[@r51]). For a proper patient selection and detecting significant PCa with mpMRI before diagnostic biopsy in men with abnormal PSA levels or abnormal digital rectal examination, Thompson *et al.* ([@r52]) revealed for mpMRI that the negative predictive value of identifying clinically significant cancer was 100% for high-risk patients and 96% for low-risk patients while the positive predictive value was 71% for high-risk and 28% for low-risk patients. For patients under AS, there is the concern that the histological tumor grade might worsen in the course of time. Bonekamp *et al.* analyzed the predictive value of mpMRI compared with clinical parameters for reclassification in a group of 50 men ([@r53]). They found that mpMRI best predicted disease reclassification in patients who did not meet clinical AS enrollment criteria and had a suspicious lesion 10 mm or greater and concluded that mpMRI had incremental predictive value when used in combination with clinical AS enrollment criteria.

Detection of tumor recurrence after RP
--------------------------------------

In patients with a localized PCa, RP is the most common primary treatment. However, in the time interval of 10 years there is a significant incidence of up to 30% for a biochemical recurrence (BCR) following RP ([@r54]). However, a BCR can precede a tumor recurrence that can be diagnosed with imaging methods by up to 10 years ([@r55]). After a RP, recurrent disease is most commonly found in the prostate fossa and in pelvic and retroperitoneal lymph nodes ([@r56],[@r57]). MRI was shown to be superior to other imaging modalities like TRUS, CT and also ^11^C-choline-PET-CT having a sensitivity of 83% to 95% to detect local tumor recurrence ([@r58],[@r59]). Recent studies have revealed that DCE imaging has very high sensitivities of 97--100% and specificities of up to 97% detecting recurrent cancer ([@r60],[@r61]). However, other studies focusing on DWI showed that DWI alone can be a reliable method to detect local recurrence with a sensitivity and specificity of up to 98% and 96%, respectively ([@r60],[@r62]) (see also example in [*Figure 2*](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

![A 62-year-old patient that underwent radical prostatectomy and radiation therapy 5 years ago now showing an elevated PSA level (16 ng/mL). The dynamic contrast enhanced T1-weighted (T1w) sequence reveals a small lesion with a size of 10 mm × 8 mm close to the anterior vesicourethral anastomosis (A, white arrow). In DW-MRI, the same lesion shows a high signal at a *b*-value of 2,000 s/mm^2^ and a corresponding low signal in the ADC map (B and C, white arrows) confirming a recurrent tumor with densely packed tumor cells. DW-MRI, diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient.](tau-06-03-490-f2){#f2}

Advances in DWI of the prostate
===============================

Kurtosis imaging
----------------

The standard monoexponential estimation of ADC assumes a Gaussian distribution of the displacement of water molecules within an analyzed tissue. However, water diffusion usually is restricted in human tissues due to microstructural barriers like cellular membranes. The concept of diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) was first described by Jensen *et al.* in 2005 where the term kurtosis stands for the extent of deviation of a non-Gaussian from a standard Gaussian distribution being measured in a dimensionless quantity (K) ([@r63]). DKI is thought to better reflect the influence of the microstructural complexity in normal and tumor tissue with a different tumor grading than standard DWI. Diffusion kurtosis can be extracted from DWI but requires high *b*-values of about 2,000--3,000 s/mm^2^ to quantify the deviation of tissue diffusion from a usual Gaussian pattern.

So far, several studies have investigated the value of DKI compared with standard DWI with regard to assess the aggressiveness of PCa. However, the results have been inconsistent with studies that observed a better performance of DKI ([@r64]-[@r66]) while others did not confirm an additional benefit ([@r67],[@r68]).

On the one hand, Rosenkrantz *et al.* ([@r64]) found in 47 patients with biopsy-proven PCa that K values were significantly higher both in cancer areas compared with benign areas of the PZ (0.96±0.24 *vs.* 0.57±0.07; P\<0.001) as well as in tumor areas with higher rather than lower Gleason scores (1.05±0.26 *vs.* 0.89±0.20). Furthermore, DKI showed a significantly greater sensitivity than ADC for differentiating cancerous areas from benign areas in the PZ (93.3% *vs.* 78.5%; P\<0.001) with equal specificity (95.7%; P\>0.99). On the other hand, Roethke *et al.* did not confirm these results in a patient group of 55 patients ([@r67]). Although K was significantly higher in areas with proven cancer than in benign tissue (1.01±0.21 *vs.* 0.76±0.14; P\<0.05), receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis did not show a significant difference between DKI and ADC for detecting tumor tissue. Regarding tumor aggressiveness K and standard ADC showed a comparable significant difference to differentiate between high- and low-grade tumors. One possible explanation for the discrepancy between these studies could be the way ADC was calculated. Rosenkrantz *et al.* ([@r69]) calculated the ADC from the DW-kurtosis sequence which has an increased echo time to allow high *b*-values necessary for this sequence. However, longer echo times may decrease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with a negative impact on the ADC map that may lead to an overestimation of the value of DKI compared with ADC. This goes along with the results of Roethke *et al.* ([@r67]) who did not find a significant benefit of DKI compared with ADC as they used a separate DWI sequence with shorter echo times and lower *b*-values to calculate ADC maps. Recently, a study comparing the value of DW-MRI and DKI for PCa detection and characterization included a large population of 255 patients to evaluate the potential value of DKI ([@r70]). The authors found that ADC and DKI were highly correlated and had a similar diagnostic performance, but did not show a clear added value of DKI compared with standard DW-MRI. Therefore, the value of additional DKI remains unclear and it is questionable if it should be incorporated into routine clinical imaging.

Summary and conclusions
=======================

As a part of a mpMRI protocol, DW-MRI covers a wide range of applications in imaging of the prostate and was shown to give useful additional information with regard to tumor detection and characterization, evaluation of tumor recurrence after RP and in risk stratifying of low-risk tumor patients under AS. The benefit of additional imaging techniques like DKI is still unclear and needs further evaluation.
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